


These were Two Story Reinforced Concrete Houses
with Hollow Unreinforced Brick Masonry Walls.
Bad Details, Terrible Concrete, and Lack of
Lateral Load Resisting System Resulted in Failures

Figure 36.

A Store and an Apartment House. No
Lateral Load Resisting System in These
Collapsed Structures was Evident

Figure 37.
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Figure 38. A Collapsed High School. Note
the Beam-Column Connection and
the Lack of Ties in Columns

Figure 39. The New Clinic under Construction and
Almost Complete was Collapsed. Soft
First Story Failed Resulting in this
Tilted Position
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Figure 40. A Typical Frame Construction with "Vide Sanitaire"
or Sanitory Space {Crawl Space). Note the'Short
Column. This Picture was Taken in Algiers.
However Most of Th~se Types of Buildings Lost the
1 Meter Short Column in El-Asnam

A Building under Construction wi~h, .

"Vide Sanitaire". -Note the Short

Columns.

Figure 41.
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The use of this type of construction was wide spread in the past, and

C.T.C.'s authority is apparentlyis unfortunately still continuing.

limited and has not succeeded in eliminating or drastically improving

this type of construction

This type of building presents a major problem on two counts. Firstt

there is the question of whether the damaged buildings, which are numerous,

Secondly, a decisiorcan be levelled. raised. underpinned and repaired.

will have to be made as to what is to be done about the large number of

Sincebuildings of this type of construction throughout the country.

their inability to resist seismic forces has been convincingly demonstrated.

they represent a serious problem.

Throughout the outskirts of El Asnam, large housing projects have

Building types vary from 1been completed or are under construction.

Generally thestory single family units to 4 story apartment buildings.

structural system consists of concrete columns and beams, concrete or

composite concrete slabs with masonry exterior infill and interior partitions

Some use of concrete shear walls was noted in recent construction under

These buildings performed under seismic forcesthe ontrol of C.T.C.

Where vertical discontinuities in stiffness occurreas can be expected.

as was dramatically demonstrated by a series of 2 story buildings, collapse

In cases where infill was of substance andin many instances was total.

As observedbuildings had regular configuration, damage was limited

in previous earthquakes, many anomalies in building behavior were observed

Figure 42.)

In one housing development of eight apartment buildings under construc-

The unit.s are 3 and 4tion, only one experienced structural damage.

stories tall, constructed with concrete frames and slab and masonry
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exterior infill and interior partitions. The exterior infill walls which

have relatively small and regular penetrations and the numerous interior

walls appear to have been capable of absorbing the energy of the earthquake

with nominal damage. Reinforcement and concrete in this project also

The damaged building evidencedappeared to be somewhat higher quality.

column compression failure at the corner column as well as a shear crack

at the first floor level. Since this project is constructed on a hillside,

it is suspected that subsoil conditions account for the difference in

behavior

rn addition to poor design practices, poor detailing, inappropriate

configuration and changes in stiffness, poor quality of construction was

a dominant factor in building behavior. For example, at a housing project

under construction at El Attaf, concrete mixing equipment and concrete

The mixing equip-ingredients were inspected by the reconnaissance team.

ment was new, the cement seemed of standard quality and the coarse aggregate

was good crushed rock, but the sand was badly contaminated with dirt and

of poor quality. Reinforcing steel laps at construction joints were way

below minimum standard and the joints themselves were dirty and full of

rock pocket. It is doubtful that proper attention is given to concrete

The poor quality of the concrete isplacement, consolidation and curing.

demonstrated by the disintegration of the concrete when overstressed

It was stated that obtained concrete compressive strength falls frequently

as lowas 60% of design strength, which is generally 3000 psi. The quantity

of construction apparently overtaxes the availability of competent con-

tractors, skilled workers and quality control personnel.

Recent and modern non-housing construction performed equally badly

if not worse. The most tragic example was the collapse of the Ain Nasser
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This complex of shops and housing constructed with.a wafflemarket.

slab system collapsed completely burying in the debris an estimated 3,000

Two nearly completed hospital and clinicpeople most of which died.

buildings and a governmental building under construction were totally

In the case of these buildings adverse configurations anddestroyed.

changes in structural stiffness added to the previously noted deficiencies

The team had the opportunity to view thein design and construction.

plans and a model of a 600 bed hospital for which construction had just

The complexity of the building and lack of shear walls as primarystarted.

lateral bracing system raises grave concern about the structure's ability

to resist major earthquakes.

Many of the light industrial buildings in the vicinity of El-Asnam

No sign of damage was noted in anyare constru.cted with steel framing .

of these buildings.

Life Lines

In the city of El-Asnam, all utility services -power, telephone,

water, gas and sewer systems were out of operation at least until the 20th

The road was interrupted dueof October (10 days after the earthquake).

However, the army engineers hadto fault rupture and damage to bridges.

The railroad was bent at manyirnmediately constructed alternate routes.

places and at one location west of Cued Fodda. a train had overturned

The rail communication between Algiers and El-Asnam was out of service

for 9 days.
( . 4 ,
FJ.gure 3.J

The communication building in El-Asnam was severely damaged. Its

Overturned transformers were observed.contents were totally destroyed.

44.)(Figure The water supply to the city was cut off. This was due to
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Figure 42. Building in Foreground Collapsed. The
Buildings in Background had Shear Walls
and Good Inspection and Quality Control
Program. They Performed Very Well

Figure 43. The Rails were Bent Between
El-Asnam and Oued-Fodda
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Figure 44. Overturned Transformer and
Other Electrical Equipment

Figure 45. This Elevated Water Tank
Collapsed in EI-Abadia
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many breaks in the underground pipes. Water was brought to the survivors

(more than 125,000 were evacuated and temporarily housed in tents outside

of EI-Asnam) by means of army water tank tru~k convoys. Eleva~ed concrete

See Figure 45.water tanks, with one e~ception survived without collapse.

However, damage at concrete joints and column bases were found in most

A section of an irrigation aquaduct (;onstructed of half circularcases.

precast concrete sections and supported above ground on concrete columnst

collapsed in the city. There appeared to be no positive connection between

the precast concrete sections and the columns. See Figure 46. Underground

irrigation pipes (1 to 1.5 meter in diameter) of precast concrete were

sh~ared at the fault crossing. See Figure 20

A number of highway and railway bridges were examined. Settlement

of abutments and the battering of concrete due to hammering was noted.

One major bridge across the river Chelif had its abutment move horizontally

There was also considerableone meter with respect to the bridge structure.

See Figure 47.damage to the end supports.

The sewer system in El-Asnam was completely out of service. With the

population of 125,000 survivors, this posed a major sanitary and health

problem. The population was inoculated with cholera and typhoid injections

to prevent a major epidemic

A detailed analysis of lifelines is not available at this time. it

is anticipated that further information will be included in the fina~

report

Program of Action byC.T.~.

Soon after the earthquake in EI-Asnam, the Ministry of HoQsing and

Constru~tion dire~ted C.T.C. to investigate the engineering aspe~ts of
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Figure 46. Elevated Irrigation Channel

Figure 47. The Abutments Moved About One Meter
with Respect to the Bridge Structure.
End Supports Also Failed
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the earthquake . Specifically, C.T.CI was asked to investigate th~ behavior

of buildings due to this earthquake and to assess the reasons for specific

response.

In response to the above directive, C.T.C. gathered a team of engineers

to investigate the behavior of structures. Haresh Shah, in consultation

with C.T.C. engineers and with the help of an ATC study and an EERI docu-

ment on "Learning from Earthquakes", developed the "Damage Evaluation

Form" . See Appendix I for English and French versions. The city of

EI-Asnam was divided into ten sectors and each sector was further divided

See Figure 48.into ten zones. One hundred engineers from C.T.C. and

other governmental and private firms in Algiers were gathered to form the

field investigative team. Each sector had ten engineers. Each team of

ten engine~rs has one leader and one deputy leader. This team's task

is to investigate every building in El-Asnam and fill out the form given

in the appendix. The first use of the r~sults of this field investigation

would be to classify all the buildings into the following three categories:

Green Category: Very litte damage. The building
can be reoccupied immediately

Orange Category: These buildings need further study
before they can be either occupied
or condemned.

Red Category: These buildings are condemned and
should be demolished.

Further analysis of the field survey would be essential in under-

standing the behavior of various types of construction under seismic lQading.

The method of upgrading or repairing the structures and the codes and

regulations necessary to rebuild El-Asnam would be dependent on the results

of this field survey. It is anticipated that a comprehensive analysis
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of the results would be conducted when all the forms are in.
As of 31st

October, the investigative team had completed a survey of 1000 separate

structures. I,t is estimated that by the end of November, all the surveys

would be complete

Conclusions

From the preliminary survey conducted so far, it seems like 50%

to 60% of all the engineered structures in El-Asnarn will have

condemned (red category). About 30% to 35% of the buildings will need

further study before a final recommendation can be made about their fate

(orange category). Only about 10% to 15% of the buildings seem to have

survived without any appreciable damage (green category). These buildings

could be reoccupied again.

The main causes of the bad behavior of engineered structures seems

to be as follows:

. Bad architectural concepts

Examples of this include short columns, soft stories

irregularity in plan and elevation, use of different

types of materials in the same building without properly

understanding their behavior.

. Bad structural design concepts

Examples of this include inadequate seismic resistant

criteria for design, providing lateral load resisting

system in only one direction, terrible structural joint

designs, utter disr~gard to detailing.
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Bad materials of construction, very poor supervision.

iad quality ~ontrol

ofmple hi's include extremely bad quality of

oncrete, poor quality control and insufficien

supervision.

Negligence and probable dishonesty of some contractors and engineers.*.

inferior qualityExamples of this include the use of

of material and not ollowing approve( plans

~1 Asnam 1954 earthquake recommendat .ons for seismic-resistant

constructior were suggested. These were published. as Recommendations AS 1955

(se IAEE, 1973) 962 they werE'c revised Again thE recommendations were

!d in 1969 and ir 973, but they were never enforced In 1979 the

government decided to nforce the px,isting recommendations, but after a brie

the rnment declaredperiod hat the seismj-c-resistan cons

recommendat not compulsorns wer,

Sinc 1976 the CTC las been active by attempting to improve the existing

ismic-resi code recommendationan to ~nforce their applications, but

without much success 976 CTC reached aJ with Stanford [Jniver-In agreemeJ

requesting irst the development 0: a seismic zoning map for Algeria,

secondly theand stant code for buildings.ormulation of a seismic-res

Although most of this work has been completed, the Stanford recommendations

have not et been put int ew buildings havepractice. To summarize, very

designed and constructed using seismic:..resistant code prov sions

Algerian engineers do not receive an adequate education in their univer-

sities Onl few young engineers havein seismic-resistant construction.

sufficient knowledge in this field.acquired failurThe consequences 0£ tc

* -

As per CTC ReI)(Q-t #2, 20 october 1980, to Mj.nistry of CcrLstruction and
.

Housing, Gcvernm�,rt of Algeria.





3. To increase the s~ismic consciol\sness of the public and particularly

of the people involv~d in the field of building construction, through a

Programs for training technicians, buildingprocess of continuous education.

inspectors, and local contractors should be developed. Special registration

and professional examination requiring necessary .knowledge in seismic-resistant

design and construction of engineers and archite:cts who will be involved in

the design and construction of seimic-resistant structures, would be highly

desirable.

4. Algerian universities should offer courses in earthquake engineering

for their regular architectural and engineering students and also develop and

provide a program of continuing education in this field
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